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From:  
Sent: Saturday, 13 October 2018 3:36 PM
To: 'IGT Service Complaints' <service@igt.gov.au>
Subject: - Your enquiry with the Inspector-General of Taxation [SEC=For-
Official-Use-Only]

Hi 

It is disappointing to get yet again such a banal response and that yet again you choose to simply
act as apologist for the appalling behaviour of your fellow Government Officers.

I have already quite adequately address the false claims presented to us and I note as matter of
record that you have deliberately chosen to omit and address this detail in your correspondence.

You should know that it is not reasonable of the ATO to force us to object where clearly there is
no reasonable basis for their actions. Their actions are purely vindictive.

It is obvious we have already objected to this conduct but the ATO true to their record have
simply failed to respond and no doubt they will again tell some ridiculous lies liked they have
tried to claim they didn’t get our email.

So yet again we are denied due process by them and by you. It is systemic corruption.

The fact is that we wrote to you about the dishonesty of the Officers in this matters telling lies
about getting communications telling lies about our efforts to develop the technology I have
invented and seeking to claim they are experts in these matters when clearly they do not have
the necessary expertise and as such are acting contrary to professional standards in a criminal
manner.

Furthermore you are already very familiar with these matters as we have written to you many
times about them over the last three years.

So you are fully aware of the ongoing persecution we have been subjected to and incredibly you
again seek to downplay it and dismiss it with such recalcitrant communication.

Your Department is a waste of taxpayer money you do nothing. You are simply running
interference to give the appearance of propriety when in fact you are compromised and support
wrongdoing even when it is blindingly obvious.

Your conduct is astonishingly dismissive it shows that you do not really take your position
seriously it is little wonder the public sector is held in such poor regard when you continue to sit
back an allow such persecution to continue.

Of course it does not surprise us to receive this response from you in fact we are surprised we
even received a response given your track record and we note you have failed to respond to our
previous substantive correspondence regarding the ongoing persecution we have been
subjected that followed up on your dismissive correspondence that took 12 months to issue (and
only issued after a complaint lodged by us about your behaviour) after my complaint originally
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RE: YOUR ENQUIRY LODGED WITH THE INSPECTOR-GENERAL OF
TAXATION

Thank you for lodging your enquiry with the Australian Small Business and Family
Enterprise Ombudsman (ASBFEO) which was transferred on 11 September 2018 to the
Inspector-General of Taxation (IGT). ASBFEO transferred the complaint as we are the
appropriate organisation to assist with concerns about the administrative actions of the
Australian Taxation Office (ATO).

I apologise for my delay in responding to you and appreciate your patience with the matter.

Based on your emails to the ATO dated 26 August 2018 and 8 September 2018, I
understand that you have concerns with the following two ATO decisions:

1. the ATO decision dated 4 September 2018 to cancel the Goods and Services Tax
(GST) registration for Advance Systems Accounting Pty Ltd (ASA), for which you
are a sole director; and

2. the ATO decision dated 6 August 2018 to not grant you compensation under the
Scheme for Compensation for Detriment caused by Defective Administration
(CDDA Scheme).

Given the differences between the above two ATO decisions and the options you have
available to dispute them, I will address them separately. In this communication to you, I
will address the ATO’s decision to cancel GST registration for ASA. I will address your
concerns about the ATO’s CDDA decision in a separate communication with a different
IGT reference number (IGT/18/02057).

In your email to the ATO dated 8 September 2018, I observe that you have reproduced the
ATO’s GST registration decision and responded in yellow highlighting. I have perused the
reproduction of the ATO decision and the comments which you have made.

The ATO decision explained that it considered ASA not to meet the main indicators of
carrying on a business in Taxation Ruling TR 97/11. While it commented on all these
indicators, it focused on three indicators which it considers ASA not to have met:

• lack of any significant commercial activity;

• activity is not profitable and not likely to be profitable; and

• activity was not recurrent or regular in nature.

I appreciate that you have concerns that the ATO was not truthful or considered the wrong
information in forming its decision. You consider that the ATO had made the incorrect
decision.

While the IGT is an independent ombudsman which can investigate the administrative
actions of the ATO, we not empowered to investigate the merits of the ATO’s decisions
and how it applied the tax laws in your circumstances. Having said this, I do note that on
the first page of the ATO’s 8 September 2018 decision, it stated that if you do not agree
with the decision, you may lodge an objection directly to the ATO. Accordingly, if you
seek to dispute the merits of the ATO’s decision to cancel GST registration of ASA, you
may lodge an objection directly to the ATO.

As explained above, I will send you a separate communication to address your concerns
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IGT and you would like our office to conduct an investigation of your concerns, and
if so, the outcomes you are seeking;

This is blindingly obvious and you were informed of this by the referring departments it is a
waste of our time and resources and causes us yet further unnecessary stress and we view this
letter simply as a way for you to delay dealing with these matters to try to weaken our resolve to
seek justice and to deny us due process.

2.             the specific information that you believe were not appropriately considered by the
ATO in forming its compensation decision;

We note as a matter for record that we have provided the IGT enormous amounts of details
about this at your request over the last three years and you are well apprised of this as we have
been sending you copies of all correspondence in the proceedings. Again this is just another
tactic by you to cause us additional difficulties and to waste more of our time and cause us
further stress when you personally are fully aware of the ongoing persecution we have been
subjected to and you blithely ignore.

3.             whether you consider that the ATO had not followed the Department of Finance’s
Resource Management Guide (RMG) number 409 in forming its compensation
decision; and

The fact is you well know our grounds as we have provided you with very detailed
documentation about these matters and it is clear at every point since the Government illegally
forced the closure of our business we have been actively discriminated against to prevent us
gaining recompense for the damage cause. You cant simply now restrict these matters to one
particular reference as the transgressions against us are now so voluminous that it is impossible
to restrict it to such a consideration and it is irresponsible of you to try to do this to suit your
purpose at our expense you are supposed to be impartial and not seeking simply to address the
areas the ATO would try to seek to restrict matters to so as to deprive us of a fair consideration
of our matters they have been doing this all along and you have been wilfully going along with it
for the last three years. You should instead taking all factors into account and if you had done
this you would long ago have seen fit for us to be recompensed for the damages caused and the
funds we were deprived of that we were legitimately entitled to. The Government could have
stopped the damage to our business and our family had they not been so recklessly stubborn in
refusing to rectify the damage they caused in a timely manner simply by writing a letter to our
bank and advising they had made a mistake that is all they had to do and they wilfully refused to
do it. It is clear that this whole process has been hopelessly compromised by a succession of
Government Officers inability to act professionally and objectively. It is clear that the actions of
this officer were hopelessly biased against us and we have fully documented this and this
information has been in your possession now for over a year.

4.             whether you have concerns about any other administrative actions taken by the ATO
in forming its compensation decision.

Again we have provided you full details about this it is clear the whole process is tainted. You
have been involved in this matter for three years and you are well versed in the persecution we
have been subjected to and the dishonesty we have had to deal with. We never sought to
commence any action because we know it is a farce  because the fact is the process is hopelessly
biased we never stood any chance of getting any compensation the ATO have never paid any
substantive compensation ever. If the Government were to be believed on this you have never
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